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Rough outline of first year in modules. Per module a light sketch of what will happen, reference to currently existing
courses that contribute towards each module, and some observations on the most important changes with respect
to the current program. The more general project skills and academic skills are hardly covered in this overview – for
that, we’d need to make a new version of the project matrix or something.

M1/1A We Create Identity
This module offers an introduction to Creative Technology,
both as a field and as a curriculum, and attempts to activate
the self-directed learning student.









Encounter the broad field of Creative Technology in
examples and inspiring talks (lectures, class
discussions)
Activation of the student towards self-directed
learning, and towards positioning themselves as
Creative Technologist (lectures, class discussions,
essay, tutoring)
First encounter with project work, organization and
possible roles (interactive video project)
Introduce the various subfields that the students
will encounter in the curriculum: Smart Technology,
New Media, Computer Science, (Visual) Storytelling
(workshop series / tutorials)
Math: repair deficiencies (tutorials)

M2/1B Smart Environments
This module introduces the student to smart technology and
smart environments, and teaches them systematic
engineering and design. Furthermore, math starts here.







Explore and practice systematic design based on
Designing in Context (design lectures, assignments)
Explore and practice systematic engineering (project
lectures, project work, EngDF component)
Introduction smart technology skills: programming
and physical computing (P&PC lectures, EngDF
lectures, assignments)
Introduction smart environments domain (project
lectures, project)
Math: intro (lectures, assignments)

M3/2A Living and Working Tomorrow
This method teaches the students a basic proficiency with
explorative design and engineering (“systematic trial and
error”), incorporating insight into the user, their context,
and the scenarios in which they might use your technology.
Furthermore, the math track is extended here.






Explorative design and engineering: Creative
thinking, choice of representing ideas (proto,
simulation, mockup, movie), dealing with external
clients, documentation and project organisation
(lectures, project)
Visualise your scenarios (sketching, Interactive
visualization tools)
Math: Simulate instead of build (Dynamical Systems)
Math: next level of IMM (lectures, assignments)

M4/2B Have Fun and Play
This module focuses on impact, authenticity, and autonomy.
The students will make their own project choices to achieve
maximum impact in a project installation for GOGBOT.






Create IMPACT in AUTONOMY (project work)
Know your user (Human Factors)
Measure your user (statistics)
Visualise ideas for a client (IntViz)
Math: statistics

Important changes






Sketching, and Designing in Context have been switched around
Sketching gets a stronger focus on scenario sketching besides product sketching
The second part of dynamical systems has been moved to 2nd year, M5
Statistics has been moved from 2nd year to M4, to pair it with Human Factors
Human Factors stays in module 4

